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About Jennifer Smith…

 Foundation as a visual designer, author of over 20 books 
on creative design tools

 Started American Graphics Institute over 23 years ago

 Designing interactive systems for over 15 years

 Currently building interactive systems for point-of-sale, 
websites, iOS devices, educations systems, and more.

 UXQB® Certified Professional and instructor for Usability 
and User Experience – Foundation Level (CPUX-F)



Creating an app to 
find a local food truck
30-minutes or less



Built by a developer, little knowledge 
of what users are asking for



Updated, still little knowledge of what 
users are asking for

What happens 

when I click on 

the foodtruck

name?



Is this what users want?

?



Without addressing UX needs people 
have no reason to use your system



UX, User experience
Includes the users’ emotions, beliefs, and 
accomplishments that occur before, during and 
after use.

Examples of “Responses” are
• Excitement

• Fatigue

• Uncertainty about the achieved result

• Negative attitudes towards the interactive system



Good design = Better experience

 Increased buyer conversion

 More unique visitors

 More return users

 Increased session duration

 Less percentage of abandoned sales

 Higher conversion from trial to paid use



Human-centered 
design activities 
according to the ISO 
9241-210 standard

As recognized by the UXQB, 
International Usability and UX 
Qualification Board 
UXQB.org



Human-centered design is based upon 
an explicit understanding of users, goals, 
tasks, resources and environments.



Goal: discover user 
needs to create a more 
successful product



Create a user 
experience 
project plan



UX Plan, UX Brief
Your course of action

 What are you creating? 

 What kind of interactive system? Platform?, OS?

 Team members and responsibilities

 Budget and time frame

 What you know so far

 Results from preliminary research

 Nothing fancy, Google doc or Word doc



Understand and 
specify the 
context of use



Specify context of use

Context of use description 

 User group profiles

 Task models

 As-is scenarios

 Personas

 User journey maps



Connect with 
your users

Minimal resources

 Researching existing data 
sources and do surveys

More investment 

 Observation and contextual 
interviews

Use findings to determine 
user groups & context of use



Researching existing data

https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/food_trucks_and_millennials#:%7E:text=Who%20visits%20the%20food%20trucks,by%20those%20ages%2035%2D44.


Do a little digging with data 
resources

The walking distance measure denotes 
the distance that can be travelled 
by walking in a fixed amount of time. 
In Japan, the standard measure for 
walking distance is 80 meters for 1 
minute of walking time. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japan


Create and run surveys

 Helps to discover various users and user groups

 Provides inexpensive, but valuable, quantitative data

 Can’t argue with data, makes it easy to build and define 
design choices.



What we discovered about 
food truck customers

 99% want to look for a food truck on 
their phone.

 50% of users eat lunch out 1-2 times 
a week

 65% of users don’t want to walk 
more than 10 minutes (½ mile)

 100% users want to find the type of 
food they like



Interview your users

 Create a script and start a 
conversation with your users

 Don’t ask users what they want

 Find their goals

 Discover their challenges

 Observe what they are doing

 Let them continue the conversation



What we discovered 
about our users
 Most people have limited time and 

don’t want to wait in a long line

 Most people want to find places 
that other people recommend

 Most people want to be able to 
review menus

 Many people are loyal to a food 
truck and want to know where it is 
at all times 



Create a persona,
as-is scenario
Robert, like many professionals, 
working in the city, doesn’t have 
much time for lunch and finds 
himself spending a great amount of 
time researching and speaking to 
friends about places they 
recommend. Once he finds a good 
food truck, he frequently encounters 
long lines which forces him to go 
with a truck that is further away and 
has unknown menu choices.



We put this together to build a 
context of use
 Users (people who interact with the interactive system), 

 Goals (what users want to achieve), 

 Tasks (what users do to achieve their goals), 

 Environment (where the interaction takes place)

 Resources (the means required to perform the task)



Specify the user 
requirements
Specify the user 
requirements



Context of use = user needs
user needs = user requirements
user requirements = features



User must be able to find a food truck within 1 mile or less from where 
they are located

 Map, Sort by distance

User must be able to locate the type of food that they want

 Filter by cuisine

 Read menus

User wants to find a highly rated food truck

 Rating system

User must be able to see wait time

 Indicator of wait time

User must be able pre-order and pay for food from a menu

 Cart system that accepts popular forms of payment



Create a pile of features



Produce design 
solutions to meet 
user requirements



What is included

 Use scenarios

 Storyboards

 Task models

 Information architecture

 Style guide

 Wireframes

 Low-fidelity prototype

 High-fidelity prototype



As-is vs use scenarios
As-is scenarios describe how tasks are done so far. As-is scenarios 
describe the current context of use. They are used to derive user needs 
and user requirements.

Use scenarios describe how to do tasks with the new interactive system. 
They are used as the basis for the development of low-fidelity prototypes 
Use scenarios are created very early in the design activity.



Designing your 
information 
architecture 
using your 
features



Test your 
navigation.
Make sure 
you can 
reach user 
goals.



Build a low-fidelity 
prototype and test 
your system



Low-Fidelity Prototype

 Early,

 Incomplete,

 Cheap

 Draft of a product.



Balsamiq 
wireframes

Build an interactive 
prototype and test your 
system



High-Fidelity Prototype

 A software prototype of the user interface to the 
interactive system that is being designed

 A high-fidelity prototype more closely resembles the 
finished interactive system

 This would include prototypes built in Axure, XD, Sketch, 
and other prototyping tools.



Build a high-fidelity 
prototype and test your 
system



Development goes faster too!



Evaluate the designs 
against user 
requirements



Usability tests

 Perform a usability inspection

 Have UX professionals or subject matter experts check your 
app against Heuristics

 Create a user survey to check satisfaction with your app



You don’t need to test a large group

The best results come from testing no more than 5 users and 
running as many small tests as you can afford. -Nngroup.com

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/


10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design

 Visibility of system status-keep informed, what is going on

 Match between system and the real world-speak

 User control and freedom-offer emergency exits

 Consistency and standards-Use consistent words and actions

 Eliminate errors, or offer confirmation for users

 Instructions should be visible or retrievable when needed.

 Flexibility & efficiency-allow users to tailor frequent actions

 Aesthetic and minimalist design-cut out irrelevant information

 Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

 Help & documentation-searchable, and focused on user’s task



If it all the 
requirements can’t 
be validated go back 
to previous steps and 
review



The purpose of UXQB is the development 
and maintenance of a world-wide 
certification program for usability and 
user experience professionals. 

See more at https://uxqb.org/en/about-uxqb/purpose/

https://uxqb.org/en/about-uxqb/purpose/
https://isqi.org/en/


The certification program is developed 
and advanced with the active 
participation of experts from 
participating countries.



The main goals of the UXQB are:

• Development, advancement and maintenance of the “Certified Professional 
for Usability and User Experience” model (CPUX-model) and securing its 
professional quality

• Development, maintenance, release and publication of curricula for all 
certifications in the CPUX-model

• Development, maintenance and release of certification test questions for all 
certifications in the CPUX-model

• Support for the certification test procedures

• Development and maintenance of the certification and certification test 
regulations

• Accreditation of certification providers

• Cooperation with professional associations and interest groups in the 
usability and user experience areas



jsmith@agitraining.com
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